TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
(PHOTO)
XII Media-Forum «Dialogue of Cultures»
21-23 November 2017, St. Petersburg, Hermitage
Dear colleagues, we are appealing to you with a proposal to take part in the
International journalistic festival and photo exhibition that will be held in the frame of
the XII Media-Forum of young journalists «Dialogue of Cultures»!

The festival and photo exhibition are united by a common theme «Here I live».
Media projects, short films and photographs (single or series) are welcomed to a
selection.

These two events, held in the frame of the Forum’s work, give to its

participants an opportunity to get to know better traditions, lifestyle and changes that are
happening in the lives of Russia, CIS countries and EU.

We hope, that the theme of our contest will help you not only to learn and
understand the traditional way of life, household, surrounding world and the life of our
far and close neighbors, but also will allow to develop the practical intercultural dialogue
at the practical and professional level.

Technical requirements for photo:
 Send your photographic material (the deadline for submission is October 20th)
in full resolution to be able to print it in high quality) to the following e-mail:
dialogofculture@gmail.com (with all supplementary info listed below);
 Formats of files – either JPEG or TIFF (all layers must be merged);
 The resolution is 200 or 400 dpi.
*Attention! With any other resolution, the size of the print changes;
 Color model sRBG IEC 61966-2.1.
*Attention! With a different file profile, the color of the print changes;

 Bit 8 bits per color, no alpha channels;
 Your photographic works should NOT have any frames, author's signs, boxes,
etc.;
 The works for should contain the following information:
Name and brief description in English;
Place and time of shooting.
The Organizing Committee of the Media-Forum is taking care of printing, framing
and hanging of the works.

Yours faithfully,
Ashot Dzhazoyan

The president of the Mediacongress
«The Commonwealth of Journalists»

Our address: 119021, Moscow, Zubovsky boulevard., 4
Tel: (495) 637-52-91; (495) 637-48-91
E-mail: info@mediacongress.ru

